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Stage 1: 

Staging: Pistols loaded with 5 rounds each and holstered.  
Rifle Loaded with 10 rounds and staged on the Right Table.  
Shotgun Staged on the Center Table with at least 4 Rounds on your person.  

Sequence: Begin standing behind the left table with both hands on the table. 
State your line, “The Griswoldville Pistol Factory must survive” or indicate ready.  

At the sound of the beep, Draw your first pistol and shoot the following sequence, 
P1, P2, P3, P2, P1 (Nevada Sweep beginning on the left).  

Move to the right table and pick up your rifle and shoot a continuous Nevada 
Sweep beginning on the left.  

Return rifle to table and shoot R1 with your second pistol 5 times.  

Move to the center table and shoot the 4 shotgun targets in any order. 

Sequence Summary: Pistol-Rifle-Pistol-Shotgun 
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Staging: Pistols loaded with 5 rounds each and holstered.  
Rifle loaded with 10 rounds and staged on the right table.  

Shotgun staged on the center table with at least 4 rounds on your person.  

Sequence: Begin standing behind the right table with both hands on the table. 
State your line “The Griswoldville Pistol Factory STILL must survive” or indicate 
ready.  

At the sound of the beep, pick up your rifle and shoot a continuous Nevada sweep 
beginning on the left.  

Draw your first pistol and shoot R1 five (5) times.  
Move to the left table and shoot a continuous Nevada Sweep beginning on the 
left.  

Move to the Center table and shoot the 4 shotgun targets in any order. 

Sequence Summary: Rifle-Pistol-Pistol-Shotgun 
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Stage 3: 

Staging: Rifle loaded with 10 rounds and staged on the left table.  

Pistols loaded with 5 rounds each and staged on the right table.  

Shotgun staged on the center table with at least 4 rounds on your person.  

Begin standing in the doorway with hands on the door jamb. 

 

Sequence:  State the line “I said The Factory must survive” or indicate ready.  

At the sound of the beep, move to the left table and shoot the rifle in a 
continuous Lawrence Welk/Progressive Sweep beginning on the right.  

Move to the right table and shoot the pistol targets in the following sequence 
with your first pistol: p3 two shots, p2 two shots, p1 one shot. Pick up the second 
pistol and repeat the same target sequence.  Return pistols to table. 

Move to the center table and shoot the shotgun targets in any order. 

Sequence Summary: Rifle-Pistol-Pistol-Shotgun 
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Stage 4:  

Begin standing in the doorway with hands on the door jamb..  The gun order will 
be Pistol-Pistol-Rifle-Shotgun.  
 

Sequence:  State the line “I said The Factory must survive” or indicate ready.  

At the sound of the beep, move to the right table and shoot the pistol targets in 
the following sequence with your first pistol: p3 two shots, p2 two shots, p1 one 
shot. Pick up the second pistol and repeat the same target sequence.  Return 
pistols to table. 

Move to the left table and shoot the rifle in a continuous Lawrence 
Welk/Progressive Sweep beginning on the right.  

Move to the center table and shoot the shotgun targets in any order. 
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Stage 5:  

Staging: Pistols loaded with 5 Rounds each and holstered.  

Rifle Loaded with 8 Rounds and Staged on the Table.  

Shotgun Staged on the Table with at least 4 rounds on your person. 
 

Sequence: At the beep, engage the pistol targets in three sweeps beginning on 
the left followed by the final pistol shot on the center target P2.  

Holster pistols and engage the rifle targets in two separate sweeps from left to 
right. Return Rifle to table, and engage the shotgun targets in any order. 

Sequence Summary: Pistol-Pistol-Rifle-Shotgun   

 

Stage 6: Same as Stage 5 except that all previous sweeps from left to right will be 
from right to left.  


